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ABOUT US
We are a family owned lighting company based in Melbourne and Sydney.
Our business specialises in design, consultation, manufacturing and supply
of high quality commercial and residential LED lighting products.
Although we enjoy lighting all kinds of spaces, our favorite projects are
retail stores, offices, art galleries, supermarkets and residential spaces.
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SIMON
Lighting is my life and I am excited to share it with you. I am not certain
what instigated this fascination with lighting but I absolutely love the way
it can influence every space on a subtle and obvious level.
Lighting can literally change the way we experience retail shopping, the
time we spend in a restaurant and even the way we look at and interpret
artwork. Our workspaces and homes are impacted significantly by lighting,
depending on the specified design.
I chased my passion of lighting and studied product design, lighting design
and manufacturing. I started LED World to share the passion with the
world. In my leisure time, I enjoy creating short films and documentaries.
It is my pleasure to introduce our team members and some of our favorite
products and projects from the past twelve months.
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CALLUM

FABIAN

Being a family business, Simon’s brother Callum has been involved
with LED World from the very beginning. He has an eye for detail and
spends most of his time in marketing and business development. He is
a world traveler and enjoys occasional trips to Europe.

Fabian and Simon met in high school as fellow skateboarders.
A decade later they reunited and put their skills together started
producing Australian made high quality lighting fixtures. Fabian is in
charge of the workshop and the design of innovative products. He is a
real craftsman. Fabian likes spending his weekends traveling in his very
own self-designed and built motorhome.

PETA

ALISSA

As Simon’s mother, Peta has been the supporting pillar to the business.
She is involved in all of the day to day processes of LED World. This
includes working with the warehouse staff, dealing with the local and
international suppliers and following up the orders with our happy
customers and clients. Peta has a passion for education with over 40
years spent as a teacher.

Alissa and Simon met in childhood as her big brother Jamie and Simon
had been good friends for a long time. Alissa takes care of the phones,
social media and presents to interior designers and architects. It’s her
charming personality and passion for her work that we all admire.
Alissa likes anything crafty, coffee related and is known to carve up a
dance floor.
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ABOUT WORKSHOP

Our family run workshop is located close to Geelong in Victoria,
Australia. We started the workshop to keep a close eye on the quality
of the products and to accelerate the turnaround times. We outsource
to experienced local powder coaters and inspect every centimeter of the
fittings before they reach our customer to ensure the quality of all of our
products.
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track
lighting
Track lighting is suitable for a range of commercial and residential applications.
The major appeal of track lighting is its versatility and adaptability. The tracks
come in various lengths which can be connected and configured to suit any
space. Once the light heads are installed, they can be moved up and down the
tracks and adjusted to direct the light into the desired focal point.

PHOTO
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9W TRACK LIGHTS
The compact design of our 9W track light
fittings are suitable for residential projects
with low ceilings as well as inside cupboards
or display units. These pocket-sized lighting
heads are perfect for areas that are not
regularly occupied or require low level lighting.

WHI TE

BL ACK

WARM WHITE
LW-TL-9W-W-WW

WARM WHITE
LW-TL-9W-B-WW

COOL WHITE
LW-TL-9W-W-CW

COOL WHITE
LW-TL-9W-B-CW

PRICE
$109.00 + GST

SIZE
120mm (L) x 43mm (W)

CRI
85

DIMMING OPTIONS
On request

WARRANTY
3 Year Warranty

COLOURS
Black or White

TRACK TYPE
Single Circuit (4 Wire on Request)

BEAM ANGLE
15° 25° 38°

LUMEN OUTPUT
740 lumens

WARM: 3000K
COOL: 5000k
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15W TRACK LIGHTS
Our 15W track lighting is very popular among
residential and art gallery projects, particularly
with ceilings below 3.2 meters high. These
fittings can change the entire look and feel
of a room as they are compatable with
standard Clipsal dimmers. Their low power
consumption makes them an energy efficient
lighting solution.

WHI TE

BL ACK

WARM WHITE
LW-TL-15W-W-WW

WARM WHITE
LW-TL-15W-B-WW

COOL WHITE
LW-TL-15W-W-CW

COOL WHITE
LW-TL-15W-B-CW

PRICE
$129.00 + GST

SIZE
156mm (L) x 65mm (W)

CRI
85

DIMMING OPTIONS
Comes standard with dimming

WARRANTY
3 Year Warranty

COLOURS
Black or White

TRACK TYPE
Single Circuit (4 Wire on Request)

BEAM ANGLE
15° 25° 38°

LUMEN OUTPUT
1200 lumens

WARM: 3000K
COOL: 5000k
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30W TRACK LIGHTS
These commercial style light fittings are
suitable for retail stores, showrooms and
office spaces with ceiling heights 3.2 meters
or greater. As a general guide, the greater
the distance between the fixture and floor
level, the greater the wattage required to
light the space.

WHI TE

BL ACK

WARM WHITE
LW-TL-30W-W-WW

WARM WHITE
LW-TL-30W-B-WW

COOL WHITE
LW-TL-30W-W-CW

COOL WHITE
LW-TL-30W-B-CW

PRICE
$161.00 + GST

SIZE
156mm (L) x 84mm (W)

CRI
85

DIMMING OPTIONS
Comes standard with dimming

WARRANTY
3 Year Warranty

COLOURS
Black or White

TRACK TYPE
Single Circuit (4 Wire on Request)

BEAM ANGLE
15° 25° 38°

LUMEN OUTPUT
2000 lumens

WARM: 3000K
COOL: 5000k
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40W TRACK LIGHTS
If you are looking to illuminate an area, 40W
track lights are the answer. These are our
highest powered track head fittings and
are suitable for commercial applications
that need a very high LUX level. 40W track
lighting is most appropriatly used in ceiling
heights over 4 meters.

WHI TE

BL ACK

WARM WHITE
LW-TL-40W-W-WW

WARM WHITE
LW-TL-40W-B-WW

COOL WHITE
LW-TL-40W-W-CW

COOL WHITE
LW-TL-40W-B-CW

PRICE
$181.00 + GST

SIZE
156mm (L) x 105mm (W)

CRI
85

DIMMING OPTIONS
Comes standard with dimming

WARRANTY
3 Year Warranty

COLOURS
Black or White

TRACK TYPE
Single Circuit (4 Wire on Request)

BEAM ANGLE
15° 25° 38°

LUMEN OUTPUT
2800 lumens

WARM: 3000K
COOL: 5000k
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TRACK LENGTHS
Track lighting is the most flexible lighting solution available.
The tracks can be arranged into many configurations including
straight runs, T shapes, U shapes, squares and rectangles.
Tracks are available in 1, 2 and 3 meter lengths and can be cut
to any length you desire.
There are a number of mounting options available for track
lighting including surface mounted and recessed. The tracks
can also be suspended from the ceilings with 1.5M and 3M
length adjustable hangers.

RECESSED TRACK:

1m
2m
3m

RECE S S E D T RACK

SURFACE TRACK:

BLACK:

WHITE:

BLACK:

WHITE:

LW-RT-1M-B
LW-RT-2M-B
LW-RT-3M-B

LW-RT-1M-W
LW-RT-2M-W
LW-RT-3M-W

LW-ST-1M-B
LW-ST-2M-B
LW-ST-3M-B

LW-ST-1M-W
LW-ST-2M-W
LW-ST-3M-W

1m

AVAILABLE
SIZES:
COLOURS:
Black or White

TRACK TYPE:
Single Circuit (4 Wire on Request)

2m

SUSPENSION KITS:
(2 CABLES KIT)
1.5M / 3M

S U R FAC E M O U N T TR AC K

LW-SK-1.5M-KIT
LW-SK-2M-KIT

3m

INCLUDED:
POWER FEED & END CAP PER LENGHT

S US PENS ION K I TS
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SURFACE TRACK
ACCESSORIES

LW-ST-STR-B

LW-ST-L-B

LW-MJ-B

Each track length comes with a free power
feed at one end and an end cap on the other.
All of the joiner accessories allow you to create
the desired shape or length for your project.

LW-ST-EC-B

LW-ST-A-J-B

LW-ST-PWR-B

LW-ST-L-J-B

LW-ST-ST-B

LW-ST-STR-W

LW-ST-L-W

LW-MJ-W

LW-ST-EC-W

LW-ST-A-J-W

LW-ST-PWR-W

LW-ST-L-J-W

LW-ST-ST-W
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RECESSED TRACK
ACCESSORIES

LW-RT-L-B

LW-RT-PWR-B

LW-RT-EC-B

LW-RT-T-B

LW-RT-L-J-B

LW-RT-STR-B

LW-RT-L-W

LW-RT-PWR-W

LW-RT-EC-W

LW-RT-T-W

LW-RT-L-J-W

LW-RT-STR-W
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products
installed

LED World track lighting has been installed in a variety
of projects all throughout Australia. From art galleries
to office buildings and retail stores to residential homes,
track lighting is a truly versatile lighting solution. We are
proud to showcase a range recent projects featuring our
LED track lighting products.
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DENTAL
CERAMICS
STUDIO
SYDNEY

As a specialised medical workplace, Dental
Ceramics Studio required a seamless lighting
system with bright LUX levels to limit shadows
and increase visability. Suspended tracks with
30W cool white (5000K) light colour were
installed in a matte black finish. The L joiner
brackets were used to create a continual track
system to fit the shape of the interior layout.

LIGHTING TIP
It is recommended that cool white lighting
is used in all medical facility projects.
Creating a work environment that enhances
concentration and reduces eye strain are
critical factors when specifying lighting.
Generally, working environments should use
the 5000K white colour temperatures.

PRODUCT INSTALLED
30W Track Light
Black
Cool White (5000K)
CRI: 85
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ART
GALLERY
MELBOURNE

This former plastics factory was converted
into a stunning art gallery space with high
ceilings and polished concrete floors. Because
of the large space and height of the gallery,
a ninety-four meter suspended track system
was installed at a height of three meters from
floor level. The fittings were installed at 1M
distance from the art to give a uniform, wall
wash effect. Warm white light (3000K) was
specified along with the 90 CRI LED chips to
render the true colours and intricate details of
the artwork.

LIGHTING TIP
Art galleries are dynamic spaces with different
sized artworks and a variety of surfaces that
may create glare. Using the correct lenses in
art spaces will allow you to adjust the shape
of the light landing on the art work, the spread
of the light and control glare from reflective
surfaces.

PRODUCT INSTALLED
15W Track Light Black
Warm White
Dimmable
CRI: 90
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RESIDENTIAL
SYDNEY
HARBOUR

Situated with views of the iconic the Sydney
Harbour Bridge, this small boutique apartment
underwent an extensive refurbishment and
renovation. Seeking an alternative to the
downlights that had been previously used,
surface mount track lighting was installed
with 15W dimmable white LED track heads in
a warm white light colour (3000K) creating a
soothing and habitable environment.

LIGHTING TIP
Open plan kitchen and living rooms should
always be equipped with a dimmable fitting.
These multifunctional spaces are used in a
variety of ways throughout the day which
require different levels of illumination to suit
the activity and achieve the desired mood.

PRODUCT INSTALLED
15W Track Light
White
Warm White (3000K)
CRI: 95
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FABRICS
SHOWROOM
SYDNEY

This client supplies and manufactures a range
of bespoke fabrics for upholstery and custom
interior projects. Matte black 30W track lights
in a cool white light (5000K) were installed
in the showroom. The contemporary matte
black finish of the tracks and lighting heads
blends well with the dark ceiling colour and
complements any fabric colour palette.

LIGHTING TIP
Effective retail lighting enhances the customer
experience and drives up sales. All retail
lighting strategies should incorporate different
beam angles depending on the type and
location of product displays. If you wish to
make a product stand out; a narrow beam
angle and a brighter light output should be
installed to accentuate the object. A well
thought out retail lighting design will use a
combination of wall wash and narrow beam
angles to create a dynamic lighting design.

PRODUCT INSTALLED
30W Track Light
Black
Cool White (5000K)
CRI: 90
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HANDBAG
RETAIL
STORE
SYDNEY

This luxury Italian handbag brand was
opening its first store in Sydney and wanted
to illuminate its colourful product displays.
Black 15W track lights were installed on
the 2.8M height ceiling in a cool white light
(5000K) with a CRI of 90 to create a highly
accurate colour rendering of the products and
to highlight their quality.

LIGHTING TIP
There is a general rule to use when specifying
retail lighting. 70% of light on the product
(accent lighting) and 30% for general lighting
(ambience lighting). This ratio strikes the
balance between focusing on products and
creating a pleasant cohesive store.

PRODUCT INSTALLED
15W Track Light
Black
Cool White (5000K)
CRI: 90
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HAIR SALON
PERTH

With a minimalist scandinavian design this
Perth hair salon required lighting that would
complement the scheme whilst achieving the
desired task lighting. A 15W white track in
warm white system with a CRI level of 90 was
surface mounted onto the ceiling. This high
CRI level was installed to assist staff with
matching colour tones when dying hair. The
fittings used also included anti glare to ensure
client comfort in front of the mirrors.
.

LIGHTING TIP
Hair salon station lighting is best implemented
with two track lights at each station directed
toward each side of the client’s head, slightly
angled towards their backs. This strategy
minimises shadows across the client’s face
and provides uniform illumination for the staff
to work.

PRODUCT INSTALLED
15W Track Light
White
Warm White (3000K)
Dimmable
CRI: 95
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BEACH
HOUSE
TORQUAY

This beautiful house is located in beachside
town of Torquay, Victoria. Looking to add
character to the kitchen, a suspended track
with three lighting heads was installed to
illuminate the island bench. Black surface
mount track lights were also installed in a
straight line leading down the staircase to the
lower level.

LIGHTING TIP
Kitchens are referred to as the heart of the
home. They are where families congregate
and come together at the end of the day. It is
important to consider lighting when designing
or renovating a kitchen. Using track lighting
as a feature over the island bench creates
interest and a focal point whilst providing
effective task lighting for cooking and sharing
meals.

PRODUCT INSTALLED
15W Track Light

Black Warm White
(3000K)
CRI: 85
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BAKERY
CAFE
PERTH

This artisan bakery cafe located in downtown
Perth features high ceilings and a strong
industrial interior design. Suspended black
track with 40W track heads were installed in
the charming eatery. The matte black finishes
were specified to enhance the industrial feel.
Warm white lighting (3000K) was installed to
create a welcoming dining atmosphere.

LIGHTING TIP
In projects where the ceiling or mounting
height is 3.5 meters or higher, you should use
40W track lights or a luminaire with over 3000
lumens to ensure effective lighting levels at
eye level.

PRODUCT INSTALLED
40W Track Light
Black
Warm White (3000K)
CRI: 85
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linear
prof ile
lighting

Linear profile lighting has a sophisticated high-end
look with the ability to surface mount, recess or
suspended the fittings from the ceiling. LED World
linear profile lighting is custom manufactured and
can be aluminium powder coated any colour required
to create a truly bespoke product.
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ORDER PROFILE

MOUNTING METHODS
Our versatile Linear Lighting Series is perfect for every application
with various mounting methods available including surface,
suspended and recessed mounted.

Suspended mounting is the prefered method for linear profiles, and
can commonly be seen over kitchen island benches, over bars and in
commercial office fitouts. They are available in different shapes and
custom lengths suited for residential and commercial projects.

WHI TE

BL ACK

WARM WHITE
LW-TL-30W-W-WW

WARM WHITE
LW-TL-30W-B-WW

COOL WHITE
LW-TL-30W-W-CW

COOL WHITE
LW-TL-30W-B-CW

WHI TE

BL ACK

WARM WHITE
LW-TL-30W-W-WW

WARM WHITE
LW-TL-30W-B-WW

COOL WHITE
LW-TL-30W-W-CW

COOL WHITE
LW-TL-30W-B-CW

Recessed
Surface Mounted

Suspended
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ALUMINIUM PROFILE RESIDENTIAL

SURFACE MOUNT / SUSPENDED ISLAND BENCH
41.9mm
8.4mm

RECESSED UNDER CABINETS / CABINETS

13mm

68.5mm

4. 59mm
25.0 mm

19.6 mm

20.5mm
34.8mm

19.7 mm

19.7 mm

LP-C-20-S

Flosh Diffuser

20.8mm

LP-C-20-R

LP-C-30-S

46mm

LP-C-21-R

LP-SMS-46-S

LP-SMS-A-S

RECESSED MOUNT
HALLWAYS / ENTRANCE
34.8 mm

40.5 mm

17mm

15.8mm
20.6mm

42.5 mm

LP-C-23-R

LP-C-20-R

LP-SMS-43-S

23.8 mm

11.6mm

12.2mm

56.0 mm

ø 60mm

8m m

6. 5m m

8mm

4. 59mm

17mm

LP-C-17-R

LP-SMS-35-S

19mm

23mm

12.2mm

Step Back Diffuser

30mm
23.6mm

43.8 mm

Ø4 0mm

LP-SMS-24-T

34.8 mm

19.6 mm

31mm

37. 5mm

19mm

30.0 mm

LP-SMS-A-T

LP-R-44-S
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COMMERCIAL: SURFACE MOUNT / SUSPENDED

75mm

75mm

24.5mm

ø 120mm
18.5mm

1.5mm

75mm

45.0 mm

LP-CR-95-S

95mm

30.0 mm
85.0 mm

95mm

62mm

34.8 mm

75mm

34.8 mm

COMMERCIAL
ALUMINIUM
PROFILE

COMMERCIAL RECCESED

75mm
32.7 mm
43.8 mm

LP-CR-44-S

LP-CSM-33-S

LP-CSM-75-S

LP-CSM-7575-S

LP-CSM-62-T
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products
installed

As innovators in the lighting industry, LED World are honoured to
design and manufacture quality linear profile lighting for a wide
range of projects across the country. The sleek contemporary
design of the fittings complement commercial and residential
projects alike. The customization that is offered throughout the
process allows clients to experiment with profile sizes, colours,
fitting lengths and mounting methods to achieve the best result
for each application.
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RESIDENTIAL
KITCHEN
PERTH

With an expansive 4 meter long island
bench, the 50/50mm shaped linear profile
was specified for this Perth kitchen. The
powder coated matte black aluminium profile
replicates black accents in the kitchen design.
The cool white colour temperature highlights
the stone bench top and eliminates any
shadow from the bench when cooking or
utilizing the space.

LIGHTING TIP
When choosing linear profiles for your
island benches or tables, it is suggested
that they measure less than the length of
the furniture. For instance, a 3 meter long
pendant is sufficient for a 4 meter bench. As
LED World linear pendants are designed and
manufactured in-house, all fittings can be
customised for any project.

PRODUCT INSTALLED
90W Suspended LED Linear Light
Black
5500K Cool White
50/50mm Profile Size
CRI: 85
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RESIDENTIAL
KITCHEN
SYDNEY

This sleek Sydney kitchen design features
striking contrasting timber and white
cabinetry. The 50/50mm aluminum linear
profile is suspended over the island bench
creating a stylish kitchen that has quickly
become the envy of the client’s friends and
family.

LIGHTING TIP
While selecting a lighting product, it is always
a best practice to consider glare or unwanted
reflections. Many fittings in the market look
great but have poor glare factors. This fitting
has a milk diffuser which minimizes glare and
allows the fitting to have bright lumen output.
It is also important to consider the colours
used in the environment. For example, white
reflects light whilst darker colours absorb it.

PRODUCT INSTALLED
90W Suspended LED Linear Light
Black
5500K Cool White
50/50mm Profile Size
CRI: 85
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OFFICE
LIGHTING
SYDNEY

This project was for a flourishing furniture design
and import business office. Suspended 50/70mm
sized aluminium profile with a matte black finish
and 5000K cool white light colour temperature was
installed across the workplace.
A combination of 1M lengths were installed over the
desk areas and 2.4M lengths over the reception and
meeting rooms. This created a bright working area
which is required for concentration and staying alert
in office environments.

LIGHTING TIP
Office spaces require a minimum LUX level on office
desks, which is known as task lighting. The required
LUX levels of (320) is in accordance with Australian
Standards (AS/NZS 1680.2). Using specialised
lighting design software, LED World can calculate
how best to achieve these required levels for your
project.

PRODUCT INSTALLED
Alluminium Profile
Black
50/50mm & 50/70mm
Cool White (5000K)
Suspended
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OFFICE
LIGHTING
MELBOURNE

Located on Collins Street in the heart of
Melbourne is this privately owned banking office.
The recessed linear profile lights are the standout
feature of the office interior. The lip of the fitting
sits flush with the ceiling and are painted black
to contrast to the white ceiling. The lighting levels
were specified to ensure optimal LUX levels at
desk height and to promote productivity and
create an energetic workspace.

LIGHTING TIP
Software programs like Dialux allow you to
create lighting calculations. We take what
is called an .IES file and use the software to
calculate the lighting levels known as LUX. For
example all commercial spaces are required
to provide a recommended level of LUX which
enables the desired task to be performed.

PRODUCT INSTALLED
30W Recessed Linear Profiles
Black
4000K
CRI: 85
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austral i a n
ma de ti m ber
p rof i l es
LED World are very proud of this product which is a handcrafted from
Australian hardwood timber in a lightly varnished finish. These Australian
timber linear profiles come in 1, 2, 2.8 and 3 meter lengths which not only
make a statement in residential and commercial projects but also are an apt
choice in feature and task lighting applications.
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AUSTRALIAN
MADE TIMBER
PROFILE
TORQUAY
KITCHEN

The owners of this coastal home wanted to
add more natural materials in their home
to reflect their surroundings. They opted for
two meter long suspended Australian timber
fittings over the island bench and dining room
table which not only illuminate the space but
also introduce a natural timber feel and meet
the clients’ wish.

• Driver is concealed away in ceiling
• Power cable runs up to ceiling with suspension cables
• Driver is installed inside the roof ceiling

LIGHTING TIP
Warm White Light (3000K) is used to build
comfort and create a relaxed atmosphere.
• This cable contains power

PRODUCT INSTALLED

Australian Made Crafted Pendands
Hardwood with Dark Varnish
Warm White (3000K)
120 Degree Beam Angle
Suspended
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BOTTLE
SHOP CAFE
GEELONG

Our Australian handcrafted hardwood timber
fittings were installed in this stylish cafe
by day and fine wine bottle shop by night
located in Geelong. The refined shape and
flat varnished timber finish contrast the raw
elements of the rustic interior. Warm white
(3000K) light colour enhances the intimate feel
and atmosphere of the cafe.

LIGHTING TIP
Warm White Light (3000K) is used to build
comfort and create a relaxed atmosphere.
Using suspended linear pendants over dining
spaces not only removes shadows it also
highlights the food and creates a cozy dining
experience.

PRODUCT INSTALLED

Australian Made Crafted Pendands
Hardwood with Light Vanish
Warm White (3000K)
120 Degree Beam Angle
Suspended
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